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Sensors are the most Ectomorphic of all HealthTypes and they sit on the HealthType circle between 330 and 30 
degrees. From the embryo these bodies developed with a dominance of the Ectoderm germ layer. 

The Sensor can be one of the tallest of the HealthTypes, and length, even if not in height, is a major feature 
as they have proportionately long limbs, necks, fingers, torsos and feet. With this length comes a light bone 
structure, incidentally inclined toward osteoporosis, and little retention of fat or muscle mass. If they do carry 
extra weight it is likely to be around the belly. The Sensor body is generally ruler shaped and has a long or oval 
shaped face.  

Instinctively, the Sensor realizes that they possess limited physical protection from the world at large and 
compensates with greater awareness. The resultant increase neural activity creates safety - They sense and 
collect as much data as possible from the outside world to analyse and choose the fastest path to safety - the 
logical, straight path.

Watch the video below to learn all about the Sensor - how they naturally eat, play, think, thrive, live and love. 
Use the notes template on the following page to hand-write your notes and enhance your learning and retention 
of the content.

THE
SENSOR BODY

SENSOR
HEALTHTYPE

THE SENSOR HEALTHTYPE
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Like all HealthTypes, there is a variety of bodies with similar features that fit within the Sensor range as 
illustrated in the image above.

The diagrams below indicate the fat and muscle distribution of the Sensor male and female in various cases. 

 30    15    0     345   330

When you think of the Sensor think of a Bird. 

Independent and very happy to nest far away from the crowd, the Sensor is naturally introverted, creative and 
enjoys structure.  The nature of their development leads them to be highly sensitive and overstimulating the 
Sensor in any aspect of life can lead to overwhelm. 

Vasopressin is the hormone that has the most impact on this HealthType. This hormone is essential for maintaining 
hydration, blood pressure and survival body functions and presents itself in a person as logical, rules oriented, 
a lover of routine, often inflexible and rarely spontaneous. 

Vasopressin plays a very important role in the regulation of water, glucose and salts in the blood, with low 
levels leading to dehydration, a lack of energy, and low electrolytes. It is related to blood pressure regulation 

       UNDERWEIGHT     NORMAL        UNTONED      OVERWEIGHT       TONED UNDERWEIGHT      NORMAL             UNTONED         OVERWEIGHT           TONED
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and temperature regulation. Recent research has also found that vasopressin is related to analgesic effects. When 
vasopressin levels are low, Sensors tend to have pale and dry skin, lower immune function and resistance to 
stress, a higher risk for low bone mineral density and demineralization, and a lower pain threshold expressed 
through higher sensitivity to stimuli. Sensitivity to cold and lower blood pressure are also commonly found in 
the Sensor body.

The Sensor also has a very dominant central nervous system leaving them highly sensitive. They have a greater 
response to environmental changes due to their heightened senses, which is excellent for responding early to 
danger, however, it also means that their nervous system is constantly under stress. This can become tiring, 
suppress the immune system, and cause fatigue if adequate rest is not received. With this powerful data-collecting 
brain, and their need to avoid physical danger, they are excellent information gatherers, avid learners and follow 
rules and logic obsessively - rules = known outcomes and predictability.

In the brain, vasopressin seems to play a role in social behavior, sexual motivation, close bonded relationships 
and stress responses. It is therefore not uncommon for Sensors to have low libido (or less of a physical need for 
sexual intimacy), more introversion, a preference for one-to-one interactions, and the need to spend quiet time 
alone for mental processing and proper stress management.

As Vasopressin is the hormone that works adversely to Oxytocin, the Sensor find themselves rarely trusting 
in others, skeptical and often withdrawing from social circumstances. Fluctuations of this hormone can cause 
depressive symptoms in the Sensor. 

Above all, the Sensor is highly cerebral with a creative imagination, deep thoughts and interest in all things 
intellectual. 

http://healthtype.org/
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Like the rest of their body, the Sensor’s gut can be very sensitive and many Sensors find issues with digestion 
until they personalize what they choose to eat. 

In this case, the key to maintaining a healthy and productive digestive system is to consume warm, well-
cooked foods. This is for two reasons - the first is that this pre-digesting of foods enables the Sensor’s system 
to process and retrieve nutrients much more efficiently. Unlike the common school of thought that we must 
always eat foods as close to raw as possible - the Sensor’s gut is not robust and when left to its own devices 
struggles to breakdown raw materials and raw foods can end up passing through without all of their nutrients 
extracted. Secondly, warm foods are consumed to help maintain thermoregulation which enables to Sensor body 
to continue with its everyday tasks without the stress of trying to constantly maintain body temperature. This is 
also where warm teas and liquids can help regulate. 

Their high metabolism and naturally low body fat means Sensors are unlikely to gain weight even from 
unfavourable food choices however their health and state of mind will suffer from consistent poor food choices. 
Their brains are highly susceptible to toxins like alcohol, coffee, drugs, and sugars. Exposure to these can result 
in a sluggish mind, depleted energy, and mood swings, and exacerbate neurological diseases. The Sensor body 
doesn’t store energy to use later so frequent meals and snacks are important, especially carbs to fuel the brain, 
however oftentimes the Sensor may skip meals or forget to eat because they are so mentally focused on a goal. 

It is important to make sure Sensors receive enough nutrients, especially Omegas and healthy fats from butter, 
nuts, seeds, oils, animal fat and fatty fish. These fats will help lubricate the digestive and nervous systems, keep 
the skin and tissues hydrated, and provide energy for the body and mind.

To assist in an efficient digestion it is also a good idea for a Sensor to avoid too much mental stimulation before 
and during a meal - food times should be relaxed so that the body can focus on digestion.

HOW A 
SENSOR EATS
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Fuelling the Sensor body over the course of a day is different to other bodies due to the hormonal needs and 
natural energy release. 

Chart 1.1 depicts the standard energy levels of the 
ectomorphic body over the course of a day in colour 
and then the ideal fuel input is shaded. Notice that the 
patterns of these two sets of data maintain a consistent 
level throughout the day. 

As the most ectomorphic body, the Sensor requires a 
consistent fuel source as they do not store any excess 
energy. This body works most efficiently with small 
portions throughout the day so that their digestive system 
is not overwhelmed but the body can still remained 
fuelled.

TIME IDEAL FOOD SUGGESTION

6-8am An easily digestible breakfast that is carbohydrate rich between 6-8am

9-10am Morning fruit snack

11am-1pm Well-cooked moderate-sized meal at lunchtime between 11am-1pm including protein, 
carbohydrates and vegetables

3-4pm Natural sugars in the afternoon for brain fuel

6-8pm An evening meal of well-cooked protein and carbohydrates between 6-8pm

Chart 1.1 Ectomorphic energy and fuel patterns
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The Sensor body is light, ethereal and would prefer to float than walk. It is built for flowing, graceful movements 
and all fitness or exercise activities should stimulate both the mind and body. Highly independent, this body 
rarely seeks team sports and often prefers to train by themselves or in a class where they can perform and not be 
attached to the performance or outcomes of other people. 

The Sensor likes to perfect technique and pays close attention to the details. They are the HealthType that will 
find it hardest to gain weight or size simply due to their ectomorphic development. 

Workouts should be low intensity and include balance and coordination with low weight and high repetitions 
on the gym floor or classes like step aerobics or dance where the Sensor can imitate a teacher. This gives the 
thinking mind a break but still requires the challenge of physical coordination. 

Light exercise should be a daily occurrence but monitored to avoid overwhelm. Exercise sessions should be 
20-30 minutes for a moderate intensity in short bursts or up to 45 minutes for light intensity but no longer than 
60 minutes. Detailed gym programs, complex coordination classes, pilates, yoga, tai chi and similar are suitable 
for the Sensor. 

To avoid injury, the Sensor should: 

• Avoid heavy lifting, especially through the back or with weights overhead or on the shoulders to prevent 
spinal injuries.

• Monitor training - and not train too hard - to avoid neural, physical and immune exhaustion
• Stretch after workouts to maintain flexibility 

HOW A 
sENSOR PLAyS
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The mind of a Sensor is detail oriented, creative and appreciates pleasing aesthetics. Sensors like to follow the 
rules when they make logical sense and need to be given information, instructions or expectations in a clear, 
detailed and progressive way or they can become easily frustrated. Once a Sensor understands a process, they 
will follow through quickly and adeptly.

Structure is important in daily life as the Sensor is not particularly adaptable, unless the change is their choice. 
The inherent self-preservation mechanism of the Sensor means that they tend to steer clear of unpredictability 
and choose to keep a planned and organized schedule. 

When a Sensor communicates it is generally direct and to the point, without a lot of ‘fluff’. They appreciate clear 
and concise communications so that they can get on with what they were doing. In conversation and action, the 

HOW A 
SENSOR tHINKS

logical nature of the Sensor will almost always choose 
the most direct path - just as the bird flies.

They are hyper-aware of their surroundings and take 
in everything around them. Their naturally heightened 
senses can easily become overwhelmed so time alone 
is important and helpful for the Sensor to release that 
overwhelm and recharge.

When stressed, a Sensor may become rigid and tense, 
suffer poor digestion, headaches and fatigue, weight 
loss or muscle and bone loss, and become hyper-aware 
causing much unproductive thinking. 
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The Sensor works best independently, coming together with the team where it is required and then administering 
the bulk of the work on their own in a quiet, uninterrupted setting. The work they do needs to be mentally 
challenging and performed in a soothing and calm place. Too much physical stimulation will require multiple 
rest periods. They will instinctively seek out a quiet, stress-free setting to renew their energy and regain their 
focus.  

Skilled with creating organisation and structure, the Sensor naturally categorizes everything and works best in a 
system of logical progressions. When a Sensor is clear in their path, they will complete a high volume of work 
within a very short span of time. In concert  with their ability to work alone and focus their energy, this means 
the  Sensor is good at taking on and completing large, work-intensive projects

HOW A 
SENSOR tHRIVES

The Sensor is a detailed manager who knows all the 
information and able to fit tasks to people well. They will 
enjoy co-workers that are as focused and independent 
as they are, but are complemented by others who have 
different skills, strengths, and talents. 

A career where the Sensor has the opportunity to express 
themselves creatively is ideal. Like all HealthTypes, they 
have the opportunity to maximize their skills across most 
industries but they might enjoy roles that contain writing, 
teaching, specializing, creating systems, working with 
books, history or art.

http://healthtype.org/
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The ideal environment for a Sensor is warm to hot and humid. This allows the body to relax without the stress of 
maintaining thermoregulation. Too much cold can cause numbness in the hands and feet and a sense of danger. 

Their best surroundings have little noise or strong smells, subtle lighting, smooth lines and soft textures. 
Sensors are easily bothered by stimulus in their environment - like bright lights, uncomfortable textures and 
uncontrollable noises - even down to crunching and chewing, and they can become aggressive if their senses get 
overwhelmed or are if they are not given enough personal space.

Personal space is important. The physical space doesn’t necessarily need to be large however it does need to be 
meaningful and the Sensor may spend time making their surroundings aesthetically pleasing. 

The Sensor must feel safe and secure in their home. 

A great way for a Sensor to relax might be to take a day at a Spa - a warm, humid environment allows the body 
to normalize and soaking in warm water helps to numb their senses and release layers of stress. Other options 
might be:

 Move slowly with purpose. Try taking a few minutes to move your body in a very slow, controlled 
manner - something like Tai Chi may be perfect. This movement doesn’t require stress hormones and so does 
not promote them. Slow, flowing and controlled movements also drain the energy, that is being expended in the 
brain, from the cortex into the cerebellum, allowing your mind to relax and clear.

 Remove responsibilities for a short time. This takes away the heavy feeling of burden that can crush the 
lightness the Sensor naturally feels. Try handing over anything that the Sensor perceives to be heavy for a period 
of time - engage a babysitter, someone to help with cleaning, etc. The Sensor may feel guilty about the need to 
relieve themselves of responsibility however their mental health will benefit from the freedom, time and space 
to do what they want to do. 

HOW A 
SENSOR LIVES
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Remember we likened the Sensor to a bird - the bird who is happy to have control over their own life even if 
they are flying in a flock. The Sensor can be fiercely independent, loyal and usually monogamous as the time it 
takes to make a deep enough connection to become meaningful can be substantial.

The Sensor tends to prefer singular interactions and may find it hard to socialize in groups. They will observe 
and mentally record everything that happens within a relationship, avoid conflict as much as possible and only 
open up when they feel they can trust the other person - which may take quite some time due to their natural 
hormone levels.  They are socially selective and prefer close friends over many acquaintances. 

The Sensor will not usually instigate them but they enjoy deep conversations, especially when intellectual in 
nature. They are often perceived as quiet and at times shy as they tend to speak when they have something to 
say rather than to hear their own voice or to seek attention. This quietness, and the fact that they do not always 
easily share information or talk about themselves, can make it more difficult to get to know the Sensor. They can 
be seen as quirky or misunderstood because they don’t adapt or shift to accommodate a situation - they remain 
authentic and true to their nature. 

HOW A 
sENSOR LOVES

As a parent, a Sensor may show their love by being protective but also encouraging independence, creativity  
and intellectual pursuits. 

As a partner, the Sensor might connect through honest, direct communication and catering to their spouse’s 
needs before they are even aware of it.

As a child, the Sensor may show their love through creative play, and letting people into their thoughts. 

The Sensor prefers a calm, soothing environment where they feel accepted and don’t feel the need to change to 
fit someone else’s requirements. 

http://healthtype.org/
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LIFESTYLE PRIORITY 1 2 3 4 5 6

SENSOR THINK LIVE EAT THRiVE LOVE PLAY

TROUBLESHOOTING
LIFESTYLE
A Sensor may tend to: 

Feel like an outcast because they don’t conform to the expectations of those around them. 

 Ensure that the Sensor is happy with their own identity and understands the needs of other people - 
HealthTypes is a great systematic way to instill this learning.

Get overwhelmed by what’s happening around them. 

  Have the Sensor step away from everything - physically and mentally. Create a space where they can be 
alone and distract their mind to something they really enjoy.

Immediately reject or get stressed by new ideas or changes in plan.

  Give the Sensor and opportunity to think about the proposal before requiring a confirmation or an 
answer. It may just take a few minutes for the Sensor to re-categorize their thoughts  to accommodate the 
change. 

Each of the HealthTypes has a tendency to respond most heartily to one of more of the specific epigenetic areas, 
depending on their current state of health. For the Sensor, the Lifestyle Priority order is:

This simply means that the Sensor will respond the fastest, and with the greatest impact, to intellectual stimulation. 
When their mind is engaged, the next area that will have the greatest impact is their surroundings - temperature, 
climate, aesthetics and comfort. This continues down the list of Lifestyle Priorities, with Fitness still making an 
impact on the Sensor’s overall health, but comparatively the least amount of impact.

http://healthtype.org/
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REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

01ACTIVITY

Reflect on all you have learned in this module and complete the following activities.

Circle the development path that creates the Sensor body:

Endomorph Endomorph-Ectomorph Ectomorph      Mesomorph-Ectomorph

Label the Lifestyle Priorities in priority order for the Sensor with 1 being the most 
impactful through to 6 being the least.

FOOD  _____

FITNESS _____

PLACE _____

Summarize the most effective way to communicate with the Sensor. 

MIND   _____

GENIUS _____

SOCIAL _____

http://healthtype.org/
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Note 3 points for each of the following areas that you think are important to understand 
about the Sensor. 

PLACE

1.

2.

3.

REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

02ACTIVITY

MIND

1.

2.

3.

FOOD

1.

2.

3.

SOCIAL

1.

2.

3.

FITNESS

1.

2.

3.

GENIUS

1.

2.

3.
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REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

03ACTIVITY

What is one characteristic of the Sensor that you might find challenging? 

When you encounter this characteristic, how will you use the HealthType information 
about the Sensor and your own natural instincts to best handle the situation?

Name one person who is a Sensor in your life. (Remember to use healthtypetest.org to find 
out the HealthType of your family and friends for free!) 

What insights have you gained from this information that will help improve your 
relationship with this person?
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